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especially when focusing on animals. Observed richness based on species counts over limited time periods often underestimates actual richness. This problem has motivated substantive efforts to develop approaches to estimation of species richness in the face of species detection probabilities that are variable and B 1.
Here we consider a particular sampling design and estimate the size of species assemblages using estimators originally developed to estimate population size from capture-recapture data. We focus on situations where investigators sample the same area repeatedly within a relatively short period of time. Either investigators record all the species that they detect in each sampling effort, or they exclusively record ''new species'' (''new'' relative to those already recorded during previous sampling sessions). In both cases, it is possible to plot the cumulative number of species detected as a function of the number of units of effort expended, such as the number of sampling sessions, or time. The resulting curve is a species accumulation curve or ''collector's curve'' (Soberó n and Llorente 1993, Colwell and Coddington 1994) . The only information needed to build such curves is the first sampling occasion where the species is recorded, that is data from ''new'' species exclusively. For the general sampling situation in which the investigator records all species detected at each sampling occasion, we recommend consideration of the full set of models available for estimation of species richness (e.g., Otis et al. 1978 , Bunge and Fitzpatrick 1993 , Colwell and Coddington 1994 , Lee and Chao 1994 , Nichols and Conroy 1996 , Boulinier et al. 1998 , Chazdon et al. 1998 . In this note, we focus on methods for use in situations where the only data available are the number of new species recorded in each sampling session.
The number of new species recorded in each unit of sampling effort tends to decrease as the number of units of effort increases. That is, species accumulation curves usually flatten when sampling effort is sufficiently large. However, even in the ''flat'' portion of curves, new species may be detected if sampling sessions are added. The question is how to estimate the total number of species from accumulation data, given that direct observation seldom permits access to the complete list of species for the site considered. Soberó n and Llorente (1993) and Colwell and Coddington (1994) reviewed several parametric methods to extrapolate species accumulation data. Colwell and Coddington (1994) also reviewed nonparametric methods for estimating species richness from samples, but these reviewed nonparametric approaches all use methods based on the full detection history data (presence/absence of a species in each sampling unit; Nichols and Conroy 1996) , rather than on species accumulation data. In this note, we recommend a probabilistic nonparameteric estimator for species richness for use with species accumulation data. We focus on direct estimation approaches accounting for the underlying sampling process.
Estimation models for the accumulation of previously unrecorded species
Most of the nonparametric methods for estimating species richness from full detection history data arise from the modeling of capture-recapture data for animal populations (Otis et al. 1978 , Bunge and Fitzpatrick 1993 , Colwell and Coddington 1994 , Nichols and Conroy 1996 . The class of capture-recapture models of particular relevance for use with species accumulation data are the ''behavioral response'' and ''removal'' models. Behavioral response models consider the situation where an animal has one capture probability before it has ever been captured and another capture probability after it has been caught for the first time. The sufficient statistics for estimation of population size under these models are the number of new captures at each sampling period (Otis et al. 1978) . Removal models are needed in situations where animals are removed from the population at initial capture (e.g., some sampling methods such as snaptrapping for small mammals and electrofishing for aquatic vertebrates kill animals as part of the capture process), so the only statistics available for estimation are again the numbers of captures (all are of ''new'' animals) at each sample period. This sampling situation is thus analogous to community-level sampling in which only new species are recorded at each sampling occasion.
Two basic models are available for use with removal data, and thus with species accumulation data, models M(b) and M(bh), where ''b'' denotes ''behavior'', and ''h'' stands for ''heterogeneity'' (Otis et al. 1978 , Pollock et al. 1990 , Nichols and Conroy 1996 , Boulinier et al. 1998 . Note that the label ''b'' does not restrict use of these models to animals (these can be used for plants species as well), but instead indicates a distinction between initial and subsequent detection and an estimation focus on initial detections (i.e., on species accumulation data). Model M(b) assumes that all species in the community have identical detection probabilities, whereas model M(bh) permits each species to have a different detection probability. Models permitting heterogeneous detection probabilities among species have been found to be especially useful in previous modeling of community data (Boulinier et al. 1998) . Such heterogeneity can be caused by behavioral differences among species as well as by differences in the abundance of individuals within the different species (Alpizar-Jara et al. unpubl.) . Despite the likely appropriateness of model M(bh) for many data sets, we still believe that it is reasonable to include consideration of model M(b). Although species detection probabilities ECOGRAPHY 25:1 (2002) will likely never be identical for any group of species, it is possible that they could be sufficiently similar to be most parsimoniously modeled using a single parameter (e.g., see discussion of the principle of parsimony in Burnham and Anderson 1998) .
Maximum likelihood estimates under model M(b) are provided by program CAPTURE (Otis et al. 1978, Rexstad and Burnham 1991) . Standard maximum likelihood estimation is not possible under the general M(bh) model, as there are too many parameters to estimate (a detection probability for each species). Several reasonable estimators have been developed for model M(bh), however, including the generalized removal estimator of Otis et al. (1978) , the jackknife estimator of Pollock and Otto (1983) , the coverage estimator of Lee and Chao (1994) , and the nonparametric maximum likelihood approach Norris and Pollock (1996) . The generalized removal estimator and the Pollock and Otto (1983) jackknife are both computed by program CAPTURE. Although both of these estimators have performed well in simulation studies (Pollock and Otto 1983, Lee and Chao 1994) , the Pollock and Otto (1983) jackknife estimator performed better in the case of high heterogeneity, so may be the best choice for species accumulation data.
The jackknife estimator of Pollock and Otto (1983) is simply:
where N is species richness, K is the number of sampling occasions, and u i is the number of new (previously undetected) species detected at sampling occasion i. The form of the variance estimator for N . is provided by Pollock and Otto (1983) . The 95% confidence interval for the richness estimate is computed by assuming a lognormal distribution for the estimated number of species not detected, as recommended by Chao (1989) and Rexstad and Burnham (1991) .
In addition to computing these estimates, CAP-TURE includes a model selection algorithm based on a discriminant function developed using simulated data under all 8 basic models (Otis et al. 1978) . If just species accumulation data are available, then this selection algorithm can be used to decide whether model M(b) or model M(bh) is most likely to be useful.
Example analyses
Here, we illustrate use of these models for estimating species richness from species accumulation data. We use avian point count data, more precisely data collected during research on the North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS; Robbins et al. 1986 , Sauer et al. 1997 . The BBS is a roadside survey conducted in the spring. Experienced BBS observers were asked to conduct multiple surveys of selected sites in the spring of 1991 (Link et al. 1994) . The data were collected in Alabama, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Mexico and Vermont. We used data on only the initial detections of species from 9 of these routes in order to place ourselves in the framework of analysis of species accumulation data.
We used program CAPTURE (Rexstad and Burnham 1991) to compute statistics useful in model selection and estimates of species richness. Because of our restriction to new detections (accumulation data), we focused only on the relative discriminant function scores for models M(b) and M(bh). We used the jackknife estimator (Pollock and Otto 1983) for model M(bh) as this estimator has performed well in simulation studies, as mentioned above.
Model M(bh) received a higher discriminant function score than model M(b) in all 9 data sets, as expected. We thus restrict interest to model M(bh) estimates (Table 1 ). The jackknife estimator of species richness proposed by Pollock and Otto (1983) for model M(bh) leads to estimates different from observed total richness, S, only when at least one new species is recorded in the last occasion. In 5 of 9 routes in this study, estimates of species richness are higher than observed total richness (Fig. 1 ).
Discussion
Our example data come from the same observers sampling the same locations at multiple occasions occurring within a short time period (all sampling within 3 -4 weeks) during which the community composition was expected to remain the same. Observers expended the same effort per occasion on all sampling occasions. Data of this sort are ideally suited for use with the capture-recapture approaches of models M(b) and M(bh). Models M(b) and M(bh) may also be useful for other sampling approaches. For example, species accumulation data are sometimes collected over spatial, rather than temporal, replicates (e.g., Flather 1996) . Assume a situation where we are interested in a community of species associated with some large area of interest. Further assume that we select sampling plots randomly from this large area, and that we then record the number of new species detected at each new sample location, visiting all locations within a relatively short period of time (so that the community does not change) and attempting to expend the same effort at each location. Species accumulation data from such a sampling scheme can also be used with model M(bh). Now the species detection probability associated with the modeling represents the product of two probabilities:
Pr(at least 1 individual of species is present in sample area presence in large area) × Pr(detection at least 1 individual of species is present in sample area).
The resulting estimate of species richness should correspond in this situation to the total number of species in the large area of interest.
Still another sampling situation for which model M(bh) might be useful involves sampling over long time periods such as several years (e.g., Soberó n and Llorente 1993). In this case, an area is sampled each year, perhaps, and species accumulation data collected. Although the conceptual framework underlying such studies is not often specified, we deduce that the ''community'' of interest in such studies must be viewed as a group of species with some nonnegligible probability of being present in an area in any given year or sampling period. We might refer to such a community as a ''supercommunity'' (analogous to the superpopulation concept of Crosbie and Manly 1985, Kendall et al. 1997) . We can then view the actual species present in the area in a particular year as a stochastic selection from this supercommunity. The mechanistic process that produces each year's selection of species involves local species extinctions and colonizations, but the details of the stochastic process need not be specified. Under the assumptions that the different species can have different probabilities of being present and then detected, but that each individual species has the same underlying probability of being present and being detected during any year of the study, then model M(bh) should be an appropriate model. The detection probability under this sampling situation becomes the product of 2 probabilities:
Pr(species present during sampling period of year i member of supercommunity) × Pr(detection species present during sampling period of year i).
The assumption likely to limit utility of this approach concerns the absence of temporal variation in the probability of presence within a species. In particular, we might expect that the probability that a species is present during a particular year in an area of interest might vary as a first-order Markov process (see related discussion in Kendall et al. 1997) . That is, we might expect probability of presence in year i to be different depending on whether or not the species was present in year i −1. Thus, we conclude that model M(bh) may be useful in estimating species richness for areas based on multiple years of sampling, but that the assumptions required in this case are restrictive and merit careful examination.
Finally, consider sampling conducted at a single location over a short time period (e.g., a few weeks) such as our BBS examples, but with unequal effort expended at the different sampling occasions. If the sampling effort can be quantified (e.g., as number of person-days, trap-nights, net-hours, etc., Soberó n and Llorente 1993), then we can use a catch-effort removal model (e.g., Seber 1982 , Pollock et al. 1984 , Lee and Chao 1994 , Gould and Pollock 1997 for estimation of species richness from data on number of new species detected and number of units of effort expended for each sample occasion.
The question of ''stopping rules'' specifying when to stop sampling arises naturally in the consideration of species accumulation data. We suspect that many studies will involve a fixed number of sampling periods, so that the question of stopping rules will not occur. Nevertheless, other sampling programs may involve repeated sampling with no fixed endpoint, and stopping rules would be useful in these situations. Stopping rules must be based on a specified objective function for the sampling effort. For example, in the subject area of software testing, the objective function weighs the cost of undetected ''bugs'' against the cost of further sampling and testing (see Chao et al. 1993) . If species sampling is embedded in a program with specific scientific or management objectives, then these objectives can be used to develop a suitable objective function from which stopping rules can be derived. In the absence of such specific objectives, stopping rules for species accumulation studies might be based on a measure of precision for the estimate of species richness (e.g., coefficient of variation):
where k denotes the number of the occasion of sampling for which the stopping rule is to be assessed, or on the proportion of species detected, P k :
where S k = i = 1 k u i = total species detection through sample occasion k (e.g., we might stop sampling when the proportion of species detected exceeds some arbitrary threshold such as 90%). The Pollock and Otto (1983) estimator yields N . k = S k (thus P . k = 1) for u k =0, but we do not believe that this should necessarily lead an investigator to stop sampling on the first occasion at which no new species are encountered. Because sampling is viewed as a probabilistic process, it is probably not wise to attach too much significance to single u i = 0.
There is an extensive literature on the various parametric functions used to fit curves describing species accumulation with sampling effort, whether effort corresponds to the number of units of space, of time, or the number of samples collected (e.g., Connor and McCoy 1979 , McGuinness 1984 , Flather 1996 . Although in most cases investigators have recorded the total number of species observed at each sampling occasion or in each unit of area sampled (i.e., they have not restricted data collection to previously unrecorded species only), the analogy with the situation addressed here is clear: extrapolation of curves based on observed species richness using parametric methods is a common approach that has a long history. Although these approaches were developed in response to the recognition that observed species richness can be a biased estimate of actual richness because of the failure to detect all species in sampling efforts, most of the functions used in these approaches were not developed from underlying models of detection probability. Instead, functions appear to have been selected because of their ability to assume shapes characteristic of observed species accumulation data. Unfortunately, it is common for several competing parametric functions to fit a particular set of species accumulation data well (providing little basis for selecting among them), yet yield very different estimates of richness (i.e., have different asymptotes; see Soberó n and Llorente 1993, Colwell and Coddington 1994, Flather 1996) . Although recent information-theoretic approaches to model selection (Burnham and Anderson 1998) should at least provide an objective basis for selecting a function describing accumulation data, these approaches are conditional on a reasonable a priori model set. We prefer that a model set developed for use with species accumulation data includes mechanistic and probabilistic models of detection probability, such as models M(bh) and M(b).
In summary, because model M(bh) was developed specifically for the sampling process underlying data of the sort represented by species accumulation curves, we believe that it should be the logical ''first choice'' for estimating species richness using species accumulation data from samples of equal effort over short periods of time. In particular, this direct estimation approach should be preferable to attempts to estimate the asymptote of phenomenological models with no underlying mechanistic basis regarding the sampling process. If the data are accumulated over a long period of time (e.g., many years), then model M(bh) may be useful in situations for which the assumption of equal probability of presence and detection over time is reasonably met. In sampling situations with unequal, but known, sampling effort devoted to the different sampling occasions, closedpopulation catch-effort models (Seber 1982 , Pollock et al. 1984 , Gould and Pollock 1997 should be useful. Finally, we remind readers that these recommendations are for species accumulation data only. If the full detection history data (species lists for all sampling periods, rather than just new species detected) are available, then we recommend the use of the full set of models implemented in program CAPTURE Conroy 1996, Boulinier et al. 1998 ).
